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Mixed Problems of Hyperbolic Equations
in a General Domain

By Junko KAT0
Department of Mathematics, Osaka University

(Comm. by Kinjir.8 KUNUGI, M. . .., Jan. 12, 1971)

0. Introduction. Concerning to hyperbolic mixed problems
with uniform Lopatinski’s conditions, a priori estimates have been
obtained by R. Sakamoto [5]. Our aim is to obtain existence theorems
in general domains by making use of a priori estimates in a half spce.
To prove it, we. make use of the method of partition of unity. So we
must be sure two typical properties in a half spaces, that is, Huygens’
principle and finite propagation speed. We sketch of the former in
1 and the latter in 2. Finally we state some results in general

domains in 3.
Let us consider the problem [A, {B}, {D}, f, {g}, {u}] in

aDDu=f in 9r=9(0, T), (m=2m’),

(P)B(D, Dt)u_obDD{u= on Sr=S (0, T), (i=1, ..., m’),
/

[Du=u on 90 (]=0, ..., m--l),
1 , D - +... + for multi index,D:D,,D--y

v:(v, ..., v)) where 9 is a domain in R whose boundary S is a C

hypersurace. For {A, B}, we set following assumptions;

(1) a e (gr), b e (Sr)
(2) A is regularly hyperbolic with respect to t, that is, m roots

in of the characteristic polynomial A0($, ):0 are real for parameter
$ e R and

d= inf ](x, t, )-(x, t, )]>0. (2x, ..., roots).
(x,t)DT

In addition, A has the ellipticity with respect to the x-direction on S,
that is,

Ao($, x)]cl] where (x, ) e St.
Let N(x) and T(x) be the unit inner normal and the tangent space to
S at x eS respectively. From (2), Ao(z):Ao( +zN,):O has m’
roots z,...,z, whose imaginary parts are positive or (x, t) St,
(, ) e TC, Im R
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(3) {B} is a normal set, that is, S is not a characteristic surface
of any B and mt<m-1, m:m (i:]).

(4) {A,B} satisfies the uniform Lopatinski’s condition, that is,

l= in det( B(z)z- dz) 0, 1-I’ (z-z) ,, ,... ’(,) TxC- {0}
Im 2K0
+II=i

beze iteztio ze tke lo cloBed czYe i the -le ecloB-
i il o { }=.....
e Be oiloi ottioB et -+ (f--0, I, be the ilbet

BDace deed by te coD]etio o +(Do) itb te oz

i=l =0

where

= Z . IDD[ldxdt (

[ Didx ( e H(9)).[]-

I would like to thank Professor Sakamoto for her kind advices and
encouragement.

1. xistence theorems in a hal space.
Let 9 R ((x’, x) e R- R} in this section. We add an

assumption"
(5) Coecients of (A,B} are constant where x’e R--K for

some compact set K in R-.
Theorem 1. For

(f g, u) H(9) H--+(S)
i= =0

satisfying the compatibility condition of order m + r, there exists
unique solution u e -+ of (P). It is valid for this u,

m-l+r m-l+r

iiuii_+,(.) + (Du}__+,(o) + [Du(to)]__+<Cu_l.=0 =0

(o e [0, T]).

Note. Put u+,(,)=-- (Da)(, O)Duj+,_()+D/(x, O)
k=0 u,j

-A(’>(f u, u+, )

k=0

We say (f, g, uj) satisfies the compatibility condition of order m+ r if
B<’>(u u+,)l,,=o=Dg[=o

(s=0, .., m--2--m+ r, i= I, ., m’).
Proof. Let us denote

H’=H’(9) x H--+(Z) x H--J+(9).
i=l J=0
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If (f, g, u) belongs to H and satisfies the compatibility condition of
order m/ r, we can easily find unique solution u e H/-(/2r) by reduc-
ing to [5] II, Theorem 1. If (f, g, u) belongs to H and satisfies the
compatibility condition of order m+ r, we shall make use of the approxi-
mation method. Let {(f,, g, u)}H bea sequence tending to (f, g, u)
in H. {(f,, g, u)} do not satisfy compatibility conditions in general,
but we can construct another sequence {(f,, , u)}H which satisfy
compatibility conditions of order m/ r and tends to (f, g, u) in H.
in fact, let

u+8---A (s) (f,, u, ...,
f,s=B() (uf, ..., u/8)I--o--Dgf

and e H(Sr) be an extention of {,},--m+r such that
m-2-ml+r

(f>--/.(r>4 Const. <<l,s>>m_l_mi+r_s_ 1/2.
s=0

((( }} denotes the norm on R-).
Then {(f,,=g-,u)} satisfy above conditions. Let u, be the
solution or (f,, g,- u), then {u,} converges to u in -/r and u becomes
a solution of (P). From a priori estimates or {u,} ([5] II, Theorem 2),
we get the estimate for u.

2. Finite propagation speed.

(>0, (Xo, to) e 9r, to e [0, T--62]),
1D(o,,o) {(x, t) e tot Ix-- Xo[ <[t- tol, 0 < t < to}

(>o, (x0, to) e 9).
Lemma 1. There exists a positive number o such that, if

and u e -l+r satisfies [A, {Bi}, {D{}" 0, {0}, {0}] in D(xo, to) then u=0 in
D(xo.to), where o depends only on m,n,d,l,M- max

Il ltl + j=m
Itl + k=mi
i=1, -,m’

and L- inf (lao,Ol) (o-(0, ...,O,m)).
(x,t)t3T

Proof. Let {A,B} be the image o {A,B} by Holmglen’s trans-
formation with (x0, to) at the center ((x0, to) e [2r). From the continuity
of roots of polynomials with respect to coefficients, there exists
i0(m, n, d, l, M, L) such that {A,B} satisfies conditions (1) (4) restricted
tO D,o(xo, to). Let us modify {A, B} outside of D(xo, to) so that it satisfies
(1)(5) in R xR, and we denote it by the same notation {A,B}.
Since
A*v- in R?, x (_62, 0), Bv-O on Rn-’ x (-, O) (i- 1,. ., m’),
Divl__o-O (]=0, ...,m-l) ({A*, B’}" adjoint system of {A,B})

is solvable, we obtain from Green’s formula, (u,w)(o,to)-O for
w e L(D(o, to)). Hence u=0 in D(o,o).

By making use o the well known method of sweeping out, we
have
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Theorem 2,. If 2"+ satisfies [A, {B}, (D{};O, {0}, (0}1 i
Do, then u=0 in D(o,to).to)

Corollary. Le u e-+ be the solution of (P).

{If supports of datas D= (x, t) e r;lx--x0 <t where K is
oGK

a compac se in , hen supp[u]D.. xistence theorems in a general domain.
Let S be a closed C hypersufface in R and 9 be the interior or

exterior domain of S. There exists a finite open covering {U} of S
in R and there exist C injections {; 9UR,(S UR-)}
such that assumptions (1)(4) or {A, B} are stable for {}.

By making use of the method of partition of unity, we have rom
Theorem 1, Theorem 2 and its corollary,

Theorem . For

(f, g, u) e H(gr) x H--m+(Sr) x H--+(9)
t= =0

satisfying the compatibility condition of order m + r, there exists
unique solution u e -+ of (P). It is valid for this u,

m-l+r m-l+r

u [_+, (to) + lOS u o s/-,-s+,(o>+ [Du(to)]__s+Cllu

(to e [0, T]).
Theorem 4. I/ ue -+ satisfies [A, {B}, {D}" 0, {0}, {0}] in

D(o, then u=0 in D$(o, to) ((xo, to) e D, 033o)to)

Corollary. Let u e -+ be the solution of (P).

{ oolt} whereIf supports of datas Dx- (x, t) e 9 X-Xol
xoK

K is a compact set in 9, then supp[u]D.
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